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1. General 

1.1. Product version 

6.0.3 

1.2. Date of release 

5
th

 September 2013 

1.3. Target audience 

This document is for technical users of Bonita BPM. 
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2. Technical changes  

2.1. Configuration changes  

 forms-config.properties:  

A new property "form.generation.auto" was added to the file forms-config.properties (located in 

BONITA_HOME/client/tenants/<tenantID>/conf and BONITA_HOME/client/platform/tenant-

template/conf). 

To turn off automatic form generation with the engine variables, you need to set this property to 

"false" (or remove it). 
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3. Bugs fixed 

3.1. Bonita BPM Engine 

Summary 

 BI-289             DocumentValue not found for jasper connector 

 BS-115            Client API in HTTP mode each request will create a new connection and recreate marshallers 

 ENGINE-1713 Message not catched and execution stopped when using message event in call activity 

 ENGINE-1720 UndeclaredThrowableException thrown if server side exception not handled 

 ENGINE-1721 ClassCastException with engine's HTTP API 

 ENGINE-1722 When trying to create a profile with an already existing name, unfriendly error 

 ENGINE-1723 Terminate End Event doesn't abort Loop, or MultiInstance 

 ENGINE-1724 Engine fails to start with bundle, JTA issue 

 ENGINE-1725 Custom implementation fails if directly used in a form widget in a subprocess 

3.2. Bonita BPM Portal 

Summary 

 WEB-2362 bad performance between 2 human steps when redirectToURL is used  

 WEB-2711 absence of synchronization between Portal and Form App regarding tasks assignation 

 WEB-2768 The "locale" variable is hard coded with the value "en" 

 WEB-2796 Changing labels and tooltips for Add/Remove buttons for File widget 

 WEB-2830 Security of process variables in application mode 

 WEB-2840 "Define the return URL as a parameter" doesn't have any effect 

 WEB-2894 The redirect to URL script doesn't find variables 

 WEB-2913 Multiple select widget is not well displayed when "add" is clicked 

 WEB-2930 Task taken by clicking "Do It" can be taken by another user.  

 WEB-2935 Organization export generates corrupted xml file with special character 

 WEB-2936 Remove widget tooltip is not in the form.xml 

 WEB-2950 Cannot log in as technical user after creating new tenant 

 WEB-2974 return to process after Redirect Url cause 404 Error: executeactionservice not found 

 

3.3. Bonita BPM Studio 

Summary 

 BS-128 Creating form from a list of data changes the order of data in the list 

 BS-142           Message not catched and execution continues when using message task in call activity 

 STUDIO-512  List of groups in memberships drop down list is not reordered after adding a new group 

 STUDIO-519  Test Button should not be enabled on connector selection dialog if some required fields of 
connector configuration are empty 

 STUDIO-1173 Cannot display form if task's name contains Unicode characters 

 STUDIO-1429 user does not know where export was done 

 STUDIO-2289 'content is not allowed in prolog' message is incomprehensible when introspecting void url 
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 STUDIO-2349 [Configure]: the "Cancel" button should be located on the right side of the "finish" 

 STUDIO-2446 Have icon menu entry after studio installation on Ubuntu 

 STUDIO-2483 after try of an import of a community workspace during subscription wizard installation, 
infinite loop and pc has to be restarted due to install folder problems 

 STUDIO-2500 Changing return type of transition condition when selecting java object 

 STUDIO-2506 BBPMC-40 TAssociation error occurred in XML during import BPMN 2.0 

 STUDIO-2507 BBPMC-44 "Validate" does not validate actions on widgets 

 STUDIO-2606 a Checkbox widget is automatically generated for List<Boolean> data 

 STUDIO-2610 Configuration process dependencies: jar not added on pool 

 STUDIO-2611 Editing operator type of an output operation takes default value again 

 STUDIO-2629 [Expression Editor>Comparison]: we say "F1" displays auto complete data, but it doesn't 

 STUDIO-2632 Error when migrating from 5.10 

 STUDIO-2633 svn: Commit failed: Cannot verify lock on path 

 STUDIO-2635 svn + Manual sync: Lock has no effect on Diagram 

 STUDIO-2649 Issue with imported process from 5.10 containing Boolean list 

 STUDIO-2652 Widget Type non editable when editing a connector definition 

 STUDIO-2692 Incorrect wording for Import 5.x import file error 

 STUDIO-2718 Mapping of KPI fields to values doesn't work 

 STUDIO-2752 Studio path does not support modification 

 STUDIO-2782 after some Studio inactivity error "Process execution has failed during deployment " appears 
when executing a simple diagram 

 STUDIO-2790 Many duplicate application dependencies for validators 

 STUDIO-2791 Using decision table on a transition causes an error 

 STUDIO-2798 Expiration license message is wrong 

 STUDIO-2808 Remove look'n'feel options not supported in L'n'F editor 

 STUDIO-2809 Look'n'feel menu contains unused option 

 STUDIO-2812 It is not possible to use URL parameters in an Action of a redirect URL 

 STUDIO-2845 Message correlation does not work for event sub-processes 

 STUDIO-2848 Email connector configuration load on new connector validation status error 

 STUDIO-2849 Deleting a Widget template result as duplicate it in the tree view 

 STUDIO-2852 Webservice connector wizard generates invalid envelopes 

 STUDIO-2853 h2 1.3 connector connects but cannot be created (NPE) 

 STUDIO-2860 general tab contents disappear when clicking on palette lift 

 STUDIO-2863 Some connectors configurations saved are not displayed in Edit Configuration 

 STUDIO-2870 Multiple field “iterator” value is being reset 

 STUDIO-2585 a non deleted correlation key corrupts normal behavior even if not selected (the key based 

correlation UI feature, which was not BPM compliant, has been removed. Therefore, before your migrate a 

process from 6.0.x you should remove this feature) 

 STUDIO-2891 Translation are missing in BAM 
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4. Related Links 

- Documentation and videos: http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/ 
 

- Sources: https://github.com/bonitasoft 
 
- Customer Portal: http://www.bonitasoft.com/resources/customer-portal/  

 

- Bonita BPM Community:  

 Javadoc client:  

 http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/community/client/index.html 

 Javadoc common: 

http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/community/common/index.html 

 Software: http://www.bonitasoft.com/products/download-bpm-software-and-documentation 

 

- Bonita BPM Subscription: 

  Javadoc client: http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/sp/client/index.html 

 Javadoc common: http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/sp/common/index.html 

 Software: http://www.bonitasoft.com/resources/customer-portal/  
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